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A large eddy simulation (LES) is used to explore the effects of high frequency actuation
on a wall-mounted hump geometry. Low frequency forcing at F+ ∼ O(1) has been shown
to increase entrainment through regular shedding of large-scale structures. Using a LES
technique previously validated on the baseline and controlled flow over the wall-mounted
hump geometry, the effectiveness of high frequency actuation is explored and compared
with previous investigations. It is found that the high frequency actuation does not pro-
duce distinct vortical structures at the actuation frequency. The resulting mean flow is
relatively unaltered by the application of high frequency actuation, although the local flow
surrounding the actuation location is slightly modified.
I. Introduction
Flow separation is almost always detrimental to aerodynamic performance by increasing drag, decreasing
lift, or producing undesirable oscillations. Synthetic jets have been shown to increase the aerodynamic
performance of naturally separating flows in the laboratory. Through zero net-mass flux oscillation, synthetic
jets add momentum to the flow, modifying the natural instabilities of the separated shear layer. Periodic
excitation is often characterized by the amount of momentum added to the flow, defined by the unsteady
momentum coefficient, 〈Cµ〉, and the actuation frequency, non-dimensionalized by the separation distance
Xsep and freestream velocity U∞, as
F+ =
fXsep
U∞
. (1)
The effective range of actuation frequencies for periodic excitation has been explored in many experimental1, 2
and computational3–5 investigations of separated flows. Actuation frequencies are generally divided into two
regimes, one is on the order of the natural large-scale shedding frequency, or F+ ∼ O(1). At this frequency
large-scale vortices are created which increase the entrainment rate and deflect the separated shear layer
towards the surface. This frequency scales with the separation bubble length, Xsep, and creates structures
approximately the same height as the separation region. The deflected flap experiments of Nishri and
Wygnanski6 determined that the boundary layer reattached at the lowest 〈Cµ〉 when forced at a reduced
frequency of F+ ∼ 1. Airfoil investigations have also increased lift in post-stall angles of attack for actuation
frequencies 0.5 < F+ < 1.5,7 a range that corresponds to the natural shedding frequency of the separated
shear layer. The addition of oscillatory control regularizes the natural shedding of the large scale vortices,
which increases entrainment within the separated region, and can delay separation or promote an earlier
reattachment.8
The second regime of higher actuation frequencies is not as clearly understood. In this paper, high
frequency actuation is defined by frequencies approximately an order of magnitude larger than the natural
shedding or global frequency of the separated flow. In a turbulent flow, these higher frequencies are associ-
ated with the natural Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities of the separated shear layer. In the airfoil experiments
of Amitay and Glezer,1 high frequency periodic excitation is more effective in improving the aerodynamic
performance than actuation at lower frequencies. High frequency forcing increased the suction force im-
mediately after leading edge actuation, and has lower levels of lift and drag fluctuations than equivalent
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low frequency actuation. They also discovered that above a certain threshold F+ > 10 all high frequencies
exhibited the same averaged pressure forces, and are decoupled from the natural shedding instabilities of
the flow. Velocity profiles and instantaneous vorticity plots show no evidence of large scale structures or
reverse flow close to the surface, indicating that the flow is completely attached and separation is prevented.
The authors claim that the benefits of high frequency forcing are due to ”virtual surface shaping” around
the actuation location, or a modification to the average streamlines measuring 2-4 actuation wavelengths
downstream.2
Raju et al.4 looked at a stalled airfoil using two-dimensional direct numerical simulations (DNS) at
Re = 44, 000, and noted the presence of multiple instabilities in the baseline flow. These can be attributed
to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities of the shear layer at Stsh ≈ 12, a shedding frequency from the roll up of
vortices in the separated region Stsh ≈ 2, and a low frequency in the wake of the airfoil Stsh ≈ 1. Forcing
at frequencies close to the natural shedding instability are found to be most effective in reducing separation
and increasing the lift-to-drag ratio. Contrary to the experiments by Amitay and Glezer,1 forcing at the
shear layer frequency had an unfavorable effect of increasing the separated region. Dandois et al.5 also found
an increase in separation bubble length when high frequency forcing is investigated in the LES of a curved
backward-facing step. The low frequency increases entrainment and turbulent kinetic energy whereas the
high frequency modifies the mean streamwise velocity profile stability and decreases the local kinetic energy.
In this investigation, the effect of actuation frequency is computationally investigated on a wall-mounted
hump model. The wall-mounted hump was experimentally investigated by Seifert and Pack9 and the NASA
Langley Research Center’s CFD Validation of Synthetic Jets and Turbulent Separation Control workshop
(LRCW).10, 11 The model geometry is shown in figure 1, and features a highly convex region before the
trailing edge, which initiates flow separation. The separated shear layer forms a turbulent and unsteady
separation bubble over the trailing edge and eventually reattaches to the wall downstream of the model’s
chord length. Steady suction and low frequency oscillatory forcing have been shown to decrease the size of
the separation bubble over the trailing edge of the hump.9–11
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Figure 1. Wall-mounted hump geometry.
The wall-mounted hump has also been computationally investigated by a number of groups who simulated
the baseline, steady suction and low frequency oscillatory test cases from LRCW, and are summarized by
Rumsey.12 The current investigation uses a large eddy simulation (LES)13, 14 that has been validated for the
baseline and controlled wall-mounted hump test cases from LRCW, and the higher Mach number baseline
flow from Seifert and Pack.15 The LES has been successful in predicting the unsteady vortex shedding of
the low frequency actuated flow. In this paper, the LES is used to simulate the effects of high frequency
actuation on the wall-mounted hump flow. The effectiveness and flow dynamics are examined, and the results
are discussed and compared with the high frequency actuation performed in other investigations.
II. Computational Methodology
II.A. Governing Equations
The compressible large eddy simulation equations are derived by applying a spatial low-pass filter of width
∆ to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The resulting mass, momentum and energy equations are
∂ρ¯
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
ρ¯u˜j = 0 (2a)
∂
∂t
ρ¯u˜i +
∂
∂xj
(ρ¯u˜iu˜j − τ˜ji) +
∂p¯
∂xi
=
∂
∂xj
τsgsij (2b)
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∂∂t
ρ¯E˜ +
∂
∂xj
((ρ¯E˜ + p¯)u˜j + q˜j − τ˜jiu˜i) =
∂
∂xj
qsgsj , (2c)
where f˜ represents the Favre-averaged low-pass filtered flow variable f . The quantities velocity and pressure
are given by ui and p respectively. The total energy is denoted by E and is formulated by E = e+0.5(uiui)
2,
where e is the internal energy per unit mass. The filtered stress tensor, τ˜ij , and heat flux vector, q˜j ,
components are
τ˜ij = µ
[(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
+
2
3
∂u˜k
∂xk
δij
]
(3a)
q˜j =
µ
Pr
∂T˜
∂xj
(3b)
where T˜ is the filtered temperature variable. The length scales are non-dimensionalized by the chord length,
c, and the freestream values of density, ρ∞, and the speed of sound, a∞. The pressure is non-dimensionalized
by ρa2∞. The dynamic viscosity is held constant, the Prandtl number is fixed at 0.7, and the filtered ideal
gas law is used as the equation of state, neglecting the subgrid transport terms that arise from filtering. The
terms τsgsij represent the quantity ρ¯(u˜iuj− u˜iu˜j), and q
sgs
ij = T˜ ui− T˜ u˜i. These terms arise due to the filtering
of products on the left-hand-side of the equations and cannot be calculated directly prompting the need for
a subgrid scale (SGS) model. The LES uses an eddy-viscosity Smagorinsky formulation for compressible
flows,16 and the SGS model terms are given by
τsgsij = Cs∆
2ρ¯|S˜|S˜ij (4a)
qsgsj = Cq∆
2ρ¯|S˜|
∂T˜
∂xj
(4b)
where ∆ is the low pass filter width and S˜ij are the filtered rate of strain components. The filtered rate of
strain is defined by
S˜ij =
1
2
(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
(5a)
˜|S| = (2S˜ijS˜ij)
1/2 (5b)
and the filter width ∆, is calculated from the local grid spacings in the three coordinate directions, ∆ =
(∆x∆y∆z)
1/3. A constant Smagorinsky model is implemented with the coefficients Cs and Cq set to 0.06.
With the constant coefficient model, a van Driest damping function is used to decrease the characteristic
length scale, ∆, along the wall boundary using an empirical law of the wall formulation.17 The scaling
function and related parameters are defined below.
∆′ = {1− exp(x+2 /A
+)}∆ (6a)
x+2 = x2uτ/ν, A
+ = 25 (6b)
u1
uτ
= 8.7 · (yuτ/ν)
(1/7) (6c)
II.B. Numerical Methods
The governing equations are solved in a computational domain with the generalized coordinates ξ = f(x, y)
and η = f(x, y) in the streamwise and wall normal directions. A conformal mapping from the computational
domain (ζ = ξ+ iη) to the physical domain (z = x+ iy) is calculated using the Schwartz-Christoffel Toolbox
by Driscoll,18 capable of creating a conformal mapping from the equally spaced rectangular computational
grid to an arbitrary physical grid defined by polygon vertices. The current hump geometry is defined by
approximately 900 vertices denoted by the contour ξ = 0. The smooth contour line just above the polygon
boundary at ξ = ǫ is used as the lower boundary of the physical grid.
The wall parallel and wall normal derivatives are solved using a sixth-order explicit finite difference
scheme with third-order boundary closure derived from summation by parts (SBP) operators based on
diagonal norms.19 A skew-symmetric formulation of the convective terms in the momentum and energy
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equation is implemented for better conservation properties (e.g.20). The combination of SBP operators and
skew-symmetric convective terms produces a robust solver that minimizes grid-point to grid-point energy
build-up, and reduces the resulting numerical instabilities. A very minimal amount of explicit filtering is
applied via the eighth-order Visbal and Gaidonte filter,21
αf (fˆi−1 + fˆi+1) =
1
2
4∑
n=0
aN (fi+n + fi−n) (7)
with N=4 and αf = 0.49, whose transfer function has a sharp cut-off at high frequencies. A Fourier
spectral method is used in the spanwise direction, and the time stepping is accomplished with a forth-order
Runge Kutta scheme.
II.C. Simulation Details
The grid and computational domain used for the LES simulations is given in figure 2 with every sixth
grid point displayed. Current computations have 800 points in the streamwise direction, 160 in the wall
normal direction and 64 points in the spanwise direction for a total of approximately 8.2 million points. The
resolution at the point x/c = −0.5 on the wall is ∆x/c = 0.0094, ∆y/c = 0.00087, and ∆z/c = 0.0031 in the
streamwise, wall normal and spanwise directions, respectively, and a typical timestep is ∆ta∞/c = 0.00035.
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Figure 2. The computational grid (every sixth grid point plotted).
The domain size is 4.9c×0.909c×0.2c, which matches the experiments at LRCW but is shorter than the
experimental domain in the spanwise and streamwise directions in order to reduce the computational cost.
The height of the hump is approximately 0.12c at its maximum. The Reynolds number of the simulations
is 500,000 based on the chord and freestream velocity. The flow is initialized with a potential flow solution
superimposed with a turbulent boundary layer profile on the lower wall. Velocity perturbations, formulated
with sums of random Fourier modes, are added in a Gaussian region close to the inlet to acceleration the
development of a turbulent boundary layer.
The boundary conditions are periodic in the spanwise direction, no-slip and iso-thermal conditions on the
lower wall boundary, and symmetry is imposed on the upper boundary. The inflow and exit boundaries have
non-reflecting boundary conditions with a buffer zone that relaxes the flow towards the initial solution.22
Rather than model the flow field inside the actuation cavity of the experiment, the boundary conditions
are modified at the wall to simulate the slot jet.23, 24 When actuation is applied, a normal velocity distribution
is prescribed on the boundary nodes to approximate the same slot location and approximate slot width, hs,
as used in the experiments. The normal velocity at the wall is given by the Gaussian profile
us = us,maxe
−(x−xs)
2/2σ2 , hs = 4σ. (8)
The normal velocity in Eq. (8) is actuated in time by sin(ωt) such that the mean slot velocity is zero. The
non-dimensional parameters for the oscillatory control are defined by the unsteady momentum flux coefficient
〈Cµ〉 =
ρs〈us〉
2hs
0.5ρ∞U2∞c
(9)
and the reduced forcing frequency F+ in which Xsep = c/2.
The controlled flow is started from the fully developed baseline flow.13 A range of actuation frequencies
are investigated for the M = 0.6 with a constant momentum coefficient of Cµ = 0.11%. The frequencies are
multiple of the LRCW test case and are at F+ = 0.84, 1.7, 2.5, 3.4, 5.0, and 8.4. At a lower Mach number of
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M = 0.25, control is applied with two actuation frequencies of F+ = 0.84 and 11.8. Additional cases which
individually vary the momentum coefficient and the actuation location at F+ = 8.4 are also investigated in
the M = 0.25 flow.
III. Results
III.A. Controlled Mean Flow
The baseline flow over the wall-mounted hump is characterized by boundary layer separation at 65% of the
chord, followed by an unsteady turbulent recirculation region over the trailing edge. The time and span-
averaged pressure coefficient at M = 0.25 and M = 0.6 are displayed in figure 3 and are validated against
the experimental data from Seifert and Pack15 and Greenblatt et al.10 Pressure recovery and reattachment
in the M = 0.6 flow occurs further downstream due to the lower growth rate and entrainment rate of the
separated shear layer. A more detailed study of the baseline flow can be found in Franck and Colonius.13
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Figure 3. Pressure coefficients of M = 0.25 vs. high M = 0.6 baseline flow.
The average pressure coefficients for a range of actuation frequencies are shown in figure 4(a) performed
at M = 0.6. The low frequency (LF) actuation at F+ = 0.84 and 1.7 both initiate an earlier pressure
recovery and reattachment. The high frequency (HF) actuation at F+ = 5.0, 8.4, and 11.8 slightly delay
the pressure recovery and reattachment compared to the baseline flow. The two frequencies in between the
LF and HF, F+ = 2.5 and 3.4, do not have a significant effect on the average Cp, and are very close to the
average baseline flow. At a lower Mach number of 0.25, two actuation frequencies are investigated, a high
frequency of F+ = 11.8 and a low frequency of F+ = 0.84, whose averaged pressure coefficients are given
by figure 4(b). The M = 0.25 LF actuation results in a shorter recirculation region as seen by the earlier
pressure recovery, similar to that seen in the M = 0.6 flow. The M = 0.25 HF actuation is very similar to
the average baseline flow, with no major change in the reattachment location.
The average pressure coefficients in figure 4 are all from cases performed with a momentum coefficient of
〈Cµ〉 = 0.11%. Figure 5 displays the pressure coefficient of two HF cases at a higher momentum coefficient
of 〈Cµ〉 = 0.23%. The controlled case in figure 5(b) is actuated at x/c = 0.655, the same location as the
cases in figure 4, which also corresponds with the location of previously performed experiments.10 This
actuation location is immediately upstream of the mean, baseline separation point, which is optimal in the
low frequency and low Mach experiments of Seifert and Pack.15 To determine if the HF actuation is sensitive
to the actuation location, one case is actuated further upstream at x/c = 0.60, with 〈Cµ〉 = 0.23%. As seen
figure 4, modifying the actuation location and the momentum coefficient of the high frequency actuation did
not have a significant effect on the mean separation and reattachment behavior. There is a small increase in
pressure at the actuation location, which is more distinguishable when the flow is actuated at the x/c = 0.60
location, but it does not have any global effects on the mean flow.
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(a) M = 0.6
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(b) M = 0.25
Figure 4. The effect of actuation frequency on the average pressure coefficient. For all actuation frequencies: 〈Cµ〉 =
0.11%
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(a) Actuation location
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(b) Actuation strength
Figure 5. The effect of location and Cµ of high frequency actuation on the average pressure coefficient. Left figure:
baseline (dashed) and F+ = 11.8, 〈Cµ〉 = 0.23% actuated at x/c = 0.60 (blue). Right figure: baseline (dashed) and
F+ = 11.8, 〈Cµ〉 = 0.23% actuated at x/c = 0.655 (red).
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A similar trend is seen in the average velocity contours in figure 6 where the M = 0.6 low and high
frequency actuation are compared with the baseline flow. The u/U∞ contours display a shorter recirculation
region with LF actuation, but the HF actuated velocity contours appear similar to the baseline flow. The
LF shows an increase in the reverse flow beneath the shear layer, and also an increase in negative vertical
velocity above the shear layer. The increase in velocity magnitude indicates a higher rate of fluid entrainment
into the shear layer from both the high speed fluid above, and the low speed fluid below the shear layer.
The increased entrainment rate caused by LF actuation accelerates the reattachment of the shear layer, and
shortens the mean separated region. Conversely, the HF actuation case has lower magnitudes of vertical
velocity above the shear layer than the baseline flow. This could be due to lower levels of entrainment from
the freestream fluid, or a net deflection of the shear layer away from the wall.
(a) M = 0.6 baseline
(b) M = 0.6 F+ = 0.84
(c) M = 0.6 F+ = 8.4
Figure 6. Average velocities u¯/U∞ (left) and v¯/U∞ (right). u¯/U∞ contour levels from -0.2 to 1.3, v¯/U∞ contour levels
from -0.1 to 0.1.
III.B. Local Effects of Actuation
To look at the local effect of actuation, the momentum and vorticity thickness are calculated. The momentum
thickness, as defined below, is modified to adjust for the acceleration of the freestream flow,
θ(x) =
∫ ∞
ymin
u¯(x, y)− umin(x)
umax(x) − umin(x)
(
1−
u¯(x, y)− umin(x)
umax(x) − umin(x)
)
, (10)
and the vorticity thickness is defined by
δω(x) = 1/|
d(u(x)/U∞)
dy
|max. (11)
The local momentum thickness surrounding actuation is plotted for the baseline and controlled cases in
figure 7. The LF actuation has an increase in the momentum thickness of 24% at M = 0.25 compared to
baseline, and a more moderately increase of 12% for the M = 0.6 flow. The modification in momentum
thickness is both upstream and downstream of the actuation location. As the actuation frequency is increased,
the momentum thickness decreases, resulting in the smallest value at the highest actuation frequencies. The
two highest actuation frequencies have the same momentum thickness, which is less than the baseline. It
also implies that there is a threshold frequency above which the boundary layer will have the same response.
The HF actuation reduces the momentum thickness by approximately 10% atM = 0.6 and 6% atM = 0.25.
The spatial growth of the vorticity thickness is calculated with a linear fit beginning just after separation
at x/c = 0.67. The growth rate of the shear layer is not linear, but the initially separated region is
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(b) M = 0.25
Figure 7. Boundary layer momentum thickness with various forcing frequencies. Control is applied at x/c = 0.655.
approximated by a linear fit to obtain a measure of the shear layer’s growth rate. Estimates of the initial
dδω/d(x/c) are given in table 1 for the controlled M = 0.25 and M = 0.6 flows. The M = 0.25 results
indicate a decrease in dδω/d(x/c) for HF actuation and an increase for LF actuation compared with the
baseline flow. At M = 0.6, dδω/d(x/c) decreases with increasing frequency, and is slightly less than the
baseline growth rate at the highest frequency. Thus, LF actuation is actively increasing the growth of the
shear layer whereas HF actuation slightly diminishes the growth rate immediately after separation. The
Reynolds stress profiles at x/c = 0.67 are plotted in figure 8. With HF actuation, the Reynolds stresses
are lower than the baseline flow, whereas they are higher than baseline when LF actuation is applied. The
lower level of velocity fluctuations with HF actuation may be responsible for the initially lower growth and
entrainment rates.
Table 1. Initial growth rate of controlled flow from a linear
fit of dδω/d(x/c) between 0.67 < x/c < 0.76 (M = 0.6) and
0.67 < x/c < 0.70 (M = 0.25).
Mach case dδω/d(x/c)
0.6 baseline 0.231
0.6 F+ = 0.84 0.285
0.6 F+ = 1.7 0.244
0.6 F+ = 2.5 0.245
0.6 F+ = 3.5 0.231
0.6 F+ = 5.0 0.231
0.6 F+ = 8.4 0.223
0.25 baseline 0.313
0.25 F+ = 0.84 0.465
0.25 F+ = 11.8 0.283
The averaged streamlines surrounding high frequency actuation are shown in figure 9 and compared
with the baseline case. When HF actuation is applied, the local streamlines are deflected towards the wall,
an effect that is seen more clearly with increasing momentum coefficient, as seen in figures 9(e) and 9(f).
This deflection corresponds to a very slight modification in the local streamwise pressure coefficient in figure
5(b), but does not significantly effect the pressure downstream or upstream of the actuation. Despite the
streamline deflection closer to the wall, the average streamlines in figure 9 indicate that the flow separates
at the same location as in the baseline flow. After separation, the HF actuation produces a slightly wider
reverse flow region, which may deflect the mean shear layer further away from the wall. When the flow is
actuated further upstream of separation at x/c = 0.6, the local pressure coefficient is modified, as seen in
figure 5(a), but has a very minimal effect on the local streamlines in 9(g).
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Figure 8. Resolved turbulent Reynolds stresses at x/c = 0.67 for: baseline flow (solid line), LF actuation (dashed), and
HF actuation (dotted).
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(a) M = 0.6: baseline (b) M = 0.25: baseline
(c) M = 0.6: F+ = 8.4, 〈Cµ〉 = 0.11% (d) M = 0.25: F+ = 11.8, 〈Cµ〉 = 0.11%
(e) M = 0.6: F+ = 8.4, 〈Cµ〉 = 0.16% (f) M = 0.25: F+ = 11.8, 〈Cµ〉 = 0.23%
(g) M = 0.25: F+ = 11.8, 〈Cµ〉 = 0.23%
Figure 9. Averaged streamlines surrounding separation and actuation. Actuation is centered at x/c = 0.655 for (c) - (f)
and at x/c = 0.60 for (g).
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III.C. Unsteady Effects of Actuation
The phase-averaged spanwise vorticity of three actuation frequencies, F+ = 0.84, 1.7, and 5.0, are shown in
figure 10. With LF actuation, coherent structures form at separation and are shed from the shear layer as
depicted in the LF suction and actuation phases in figures 10(a)-10(d). As the frequency increases, structures
that result from actuation are no longer distinguishable in the phase-averaged vorticity. At M = 0.6 and
F+ ≥ 5.0 there is no difference between the suction and blowing phase-averaged vorticity contours in figures
10(e) and 10(f).
Velocity probes of the span-averaged flow are placed within the shear layer and along the wall within the
separated region. The spectra in figures 11 represent probes at various locations along the separated region,
including a probe at the actuation location itself. The LF and HF actuation cases are directly compared to
the corresponding baseline spectra.
AtM = 0.6, the LF actuated flow displays strong spectral peaks at the forcing frequency for all locations
within the shear layer. The most distinct peaks at the actuation frequency occur at actuation (x/c = 0.655)
and just after separation (x/c = 0.67). In the downstream portion of the separation bubble, frequencies
lower than the actuation frequency grow in strength indicating that vortices may merge as the separation
bubble reattaches. However, the lack of a distinct peak at the subharmonic of the actuation frequency
indicates that pairing is not regular. The growth of lower frequencies decreases the actuation frequency peak
at x/c = 0.86, but at reattachment (x/c = 1.1) the actuation frequency has increased again. Pressure probes
at the wall also contain peaks at the actuation frequency, but the pressure-spectra peaks are lower than the
velocity-spectra peaks from the shear layer probe. In addition, the amplitude of the actuation peaks in the
pressure spectra decrease significantly close to reattachment (x/c = 1.1).
When the M = 0.6 flow is actuated at F+ = 5, the velocity spectra displays a peak at the actuation
frequency directly at the actuation location of x/c = 0.655. This peak is also detectable immediately after
separation at x/c = 0.69, along with a subharmonic at F+ = 2.5. However the actuation frequency is
no longer present towards the middle of the separation bubble (x/c = 0.85) and close to reattachment
(x/c = 1.1). This is consistent with the lack of coherent structures in the phase-averaged vorticity contours
in figure 10. This is contrary to the LF actuation, which maintains a peak at the actuation frequency at
least until reattachment. With HF actuation, the associated flow structures are too small, and dissipate too
quickly to be separated from the turbulence in the separated region. Thus, they have a very minor effect
on the reorganization of the flow. Despite the weak appearance of the actuation in the velocity spectra,
the pressure spectra have detectable peaks at the actuation frequency for all probes. If one looks at the
pressure contours over time, there is a strong acoustic disturbance that emanates from the actuation location.
Therefore, although the actuation may not significantly affect the mean flow, it does have a strong effect on
the acoustic field.
IV. Discussion and Summary
Low frequency actuation at F+ ∼ O(1) was compared to higher frequency actuation at F+ ≥ 5 for
Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.25 using an LES code previously validated for the wall-mounted hump flow.13, 14
Actuation at F+ ∼ O(1) has been shown experimentally to create regular, large scale structures that increase
the entrainment into the separated shear layer, and reduce the average separation length.9, 11 Utilizing a
LES of the wall-mounted hump flow, the mean, local, and unsteady effects of high frequency actuation were
investigated and compared to the effects of low frequency actuation.
In this investigation, high frequency actuation applied to the wall-mounted hump geometry does not
improve the overall drag, nor reduce the overall separation bubble length. At higher frequencies the vorticity
structures generated at actuation were small and dissipated very rapidly. At M = 0.6, the shear layer
reattached slightly downstream of the baseline flow, and atM = 0.25 reattachment was approximately equal
to that of the baseline flow. The pressure coefficient at separation and within the separation bubble is
mostly unchanged. This is contrary to the experimental results of Amitay and Glezer1 who found that HF
excitation just before separation on the suction side of a stalled airfoil was beneficial to the aerodynamic
performance, by increasing the suction peak, and seemingly reattaching the boundary layer. However, other
investigations have also reported an increase in separation bubble length with HF actuation,4, 5 and a decrease
in separation length when LF actuation was applied. Raju et al. found a mild enhancement of separation
when HF actuation is applied to the 2D simulations around an airfoil at high angle-of-attack.4 In the LES of
a curved backward-facing step, Dandois et al.5 found a reduction in separation bubble length of 54% with LF
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(a) F+ = 0.84: phase=90◦ (b) F+ = 0.84: phase=270◦
(c) F+ = 1.7: phase=90◦ (d) F+ = 1.7: phase=270◦
(e) F+ = 5.0: phase=90◦ (f) F+ = 5.0: phase=270◦
Figure 10. Phase-averaged spanwise vorticity corresponding to the blowing (phase=90◦) and suction (phase=270◦)
phases. Contour levels from -30 to 30.
actuation, and an increase in 43% when HF actuation was applied. However, the computations of Dandois
et al. had a relatively high momentum coefficient of 〈Cµ〉 = 1% compared to experimental investigations.
The mean flow can also be examined locally at the actuation location. Previous investigations have
hypothesized that HF actuation can modify the mean streamwise velocity profile, increasing stability of the
boundary layer and inhibiting growth of large scale structures.25 If the HF actuation were successful in
inhibiting large-scale structure growth, it would for example be beneficial in reducing acoustic resonance
generated by these structures.25 The LES of Dandois et al. also found that the high frequency forcing
inhibits the growth of large scale structures by creating a more stable average velocity profile.5 Other
investigators have found that HF actuation can locally delay separation by stabilizing the local boundary
layer and modifying the streamwise pressure gradient.2 With the wall-mounted hump, HF actuation does
modify the local streamlines surrounding actuation, but does not delay separation or modify the stability of
the boundary layer. AtM = 0.25 when the momentum coefficient is increased to 23%, there is a modification
in the streamwise pressure profile, but it is only local and does not significantly affect the pressure within
the separation bubble and at reattachment.
High frequency actuation does lower the local levels of velocity fluctuations, a trend also seen surrounding
the actuators in the airfoil experiments by Amitay and Glezer,1 especially in the cross-stream fluctuations
v′v′. In these experiments, the lowered fluctuations increase the stability of the boundary layer, resulting in
separation delay and increased suction. However, in the current experiments the lower levels of fluctuations
are likely responsible for the lower growth rate in the vicinity of actuation. The lower level of velocity
fluctuations is also associated with a higher degree of boundary layer deflection from the surface when
compared to the baseline flow.
Amitay et al. also note that the addition of high frequency actuation decreases the separated flow region
without the high aerodynamic fluctuations that low frequency actuation imposes.1 The low aerodynamic
fluctuations are due to the fact that the high frequency actuation does not create large vortices, but very
small ones that are dissipated quickly. Likewise Dandois et al.5 have called the low frequency actuation
a ”vorticity dominated mode”, where large scale vortices are created, and the high frequency actuation a
”acoustic dominated mode”, due to the acoustic noise that evolves from the actuation location. A spectral
analysis of the wall-mounted hump flow also shows stronger peaks at the actuation frequency in the pressure
spectra, which may be the result of acoustic disturbances from the actuation. However the velocity spectra
only has weak peaks at the actuation frequency, indicating weaker vortical structures in contrast to the
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(a) M=0.6 LF: v spectra in the shear layer
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Figure 11. M = 0.6 spectra from the span-averaged flow at four locations, separated by three decades for easier viewing.
Locations are x/c = 0.655 (blue), 0.69 (green), 0.86 (red), and 1.1 (cyan), baseline (solid), controlled (dashed).
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strong vortices created by low frequency actuation.
The low frequency actuation is successful in reducing the separation bubble size by the creation of large
vortical structures which increase the momentum thickness and growth of the separated shear layer. The
larger averaged vorticity thickness promotes entrainment intro the shear layer and results in an earlier
reattachment. However, with the same location and Cµ values, high frequency actuation decreases the local
velocity fluctuations and slightly lowers the growth rate of the vorticity thickness below that of the baseline
flow. The resulting mean flow is very similar to the baseline flow, with a slightly larger separation bubble
size found when high frequency actuation is applied to the M = 0.6 flow. Thus, high frequency actuation
was not found to be beneficial for drag reduction or shortening the separation bubble on a wall-mounted
hump geometry.
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